Use of Mobile Phone:

Mobile phones are NOT to be used in the classroom - please refer to the “Student Handbook”: (10) **All mobile phones must be turned off or on silent during classes and not be used without teacher approval.**

There should be NO personal reason for a mobile phone to be on during class. If there is an emergency parents’ should ring the office ph. (07) 3382 9222 and the student will be contacted via office staff.

Teachers may allow usage of internet access through mobile phones for research of assignments due to Education Queensland access restrictions during class. This will be at the teacher’s discretion. If you are not the person paying the mobile account, then you will need to seek permission from the payer of the account.

If students carry mobile phones on their possession, it is their responsibility to keep them safe and secure. The College waives all responsibility for the usage, damage or theft of any mobile phones on College grounds.

I have read and understand these conditions.

Students Name: ____________________________________________

Student’s Signature: _______________________________________

Parents Signature: _________________________________________